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1A STUDY OF THE SUCCESS OF
FARM AND TRADES SCHOOL BOYS
AFTER LEAVING THE SCHOOL
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
This study is made for the purpose of determining the
extent of success of Farm and Trades School boys after leaving
the School. The minor problems considered are:
1. To find what effect this School had on their
successes
.
2. To find other factors which affected their
successes
3 . To find what parts of the training at The
Farm and Trades School were later used.
4. To find what occupations now followed were
developed at The Farm and Trades School.
5. To evaluate the relative importance of the
twenty-nine principal activities of the School.
6 . To find to what extent instructors at The
Farm and Trades School were helpful personally.
7. To find to what extent other boys were
personally helpful.
8. To show all voluntary statements of boys
regarding
:
a. Praise of the School.
b. Criticism of the School.
c. Recommendations for improvement of
The Farm and Trades School.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016
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2Need for the Study
It was suggested that the writer make a study of
former Farm and Trades School boys. We feel from many
individual statements made over a period of years that the
School is fulfilling a valuable function, reflected in the
success of its graduates. We now proceed to check this
assumption and to obtain the facts from the boys.
The Farm and Trades School is a private school,
organized in 1814, and situated on Its property, Thompson’s
Island, since 1833. Its fundamental purpose is to provide a
home and adequate education to normal boys of good character
who, through no fault of their own, have been deprived of these
privileges. The School seeks to give each boy the opportunities
of normal, happy boyhood, an education comparable to that of
other schools in academic courses from the sixth grade through
the eleventh year and special trades training and agricultural
experience. This combination not only gives diversified
opportunities but also rounds out the development of each boy
to better fit him for future life work and community service. 1
The Board of Managers of the School, parents of boys,
contributors to the finances of the School, and many clubs and
individuals frequently ask about the success of our graduates,
the value of the School's program, and about the important
^The Farm and Trades School Bulletin 1937-38 , pp. 1-9.

3features of its service. No complete or formal study has been
mace in recent years and no evidence exists of a study of this
nature ever having been made
.
The Eoard of Managers and the Faculty of the School
should know to what extent the School is fulfilling its avowed
purpose and which of its features are truly helpful to its boys.
Limitations of the Study
The writer has arbitrarily limited the study to
include all boys who entered the School during the five years
from 1927 to 1931 inclusive, and who were at the School one
year or longer. "The accuracy of the judgment will depend on
the degree to which the sample is truly typical of the entire
population."2 The entire population in this case is about
seven hundred living individuals who have attended this School.
Since we are more interested in the success of our boys under
present conditions than in the degree of success a half century
ago, the inclusion of those in the nineteenth century would not
be helpful to the study. This sampling includes about ten
percent of the whole and this is in accord with good practice.^
The accuracy is further limited by the fact that of
the one hundred individuals included in the study, reports have
2M. E. Broom, Educational Statistics for Beginning
Students
, p. 11.
2Ward G. Reeder, Hot7 to Write a Thesis , pp. 75-7b.

4been received from only seventy-one. This, however, seems to
be a fair return and it seems probable tnat the otner
twenty-nine percent, would not seriously change the results.
The writer is conscious of his own inexperience in
researcn technique and hence tnere are many certain faults in
the questionnaire used and m uhe interpretations of returns.
The writer is warned of many dangers in forming general
conclusions. "The questionnaire technique provides certain
opportunities for special interpretation, as well as special
difficulties."^ These may include biased or inaccurate
responses, ambiguous statements and incomplete data.
r
Methods and Sources
1. The records at The Farm and Trades School were
consulted and used for all available data pertaining to the
boys studied.
2. It was suggested that published material on
figures comparable to the figures used in this study and
authoritative statements and opinions on "success" and such
other topics as are here discussed, should be cited. For this
purpose the writer examined the United States Catalogue, 1928-32,
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature , January, 1929 to June,
1932, and other sources and leads for "success" material and
such other information as would seem to be useful. Thirty-six
^Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr and Douglas E. Scates,
The Methodology of Educational Research , p . 334
.

5of these books and other material were found to have statements
and figures analogous to this study. Forty-two of these books
and other material examined were found not pertinent to the
study. No information was excluded because of its lack of
agreement with any preconceived notions of the writer. The
writer was conscientiously seeking accurate facts and many
opinions
.
3. A questionnaire blank was devised and mailed with
a letter to the one hundred individuals who entered the School
from 1927 to 1931 inclusive, and who had been at the School one
year or longer. Follow-up letters and cards were used to
increase the number of returns. Four of the blanks were filled
in by those interviewed in the presence of the writer.
The first page of this four-page questionnaire has
spaces for the date and such personal information as name,
address, family facts, and permission to contact references.
These facts are for record and for permission to check
statements if it seems desirable to do so
.
The second page contains questions and spaces for mhe
essential facts pertaining to occupations, length of time in
those occupations, salary, further education, church work,
use of music, other activities, and hobbies.
The third page lists the twenty-nine feature
activities of the School and asks the individual to rate une
value of such of these as have been worthwhile to him. He is
here asked further to rate the six branches of farm activity

6and to state the good effect of instructors and other hoys
jupon his life.
The fourth page is blank and the suggestion is made
that he use this page for further suggestions and comments.
A copy of this blank and the original letter sent
with the blank is appended.
4. The data from all sources were studied and
tabulated and used for this study and the conclusions made.
The data relating to the main problem are reported in
Chapter II; the data relating to the minor problems 1, 2, 3,
land 4 are reported in Chapter III; the data relating to minor
problems 5, 6, and 7 are reported in Chapter IV; the data
Irelating to minor problem 8 are reported in Chapter V; and the
summary and conclusions in Chapter VI.
Definition and Scope
The study attempts to show the extent of success of
Farm and Trades School boys after leaving the School, to
evaluate the features of this School and to find to what extent
this Scfbol is useful, as more fully described in the
statements of the main problem and in the eight minor problems.
Since the main theme of this study is "success'* the
writer is at once confronted with the need for adequate
definition of "success," opinions on what constitutes proper
aims in life, and suitable measuring devices for varying
degrees of attainment.
: =rrr^rr .titt. SBBBBa 1 -- ' I .? -
I
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In the quest for definitions the writer turns to one
generally accepted authority, Webster, and finds: "Success,
degree or measure of succeeding or prospering." Also, "Succeed,
to attain the desired object or end; to be successful."5 The
Thorndike- Century Junior Dictionary defines, "Success, favorable
result; wished-for ending." This source defines, "Succeed, turn
out well; do well; have success."5
Success in life cannot be so concisely measured nor
so easily evaluated. The writer continues his search for more
complete conception of the topic and finds that Hayes, the
sociologist, expresses the term in relation to society:
Standards of success and approval are ideas
defining those objects of desire by the attainment of
which the individual measures his own worth and wins
the admiration and respect of other members of his
group....A great society as well as a little one may
be on the wrong track as to what constitutes the aim
of life ... .Economic productivity in general is a form
of achievement deserving high esteem.... It is a great
loss for any productive laborer to value his work
solely for the wages or profits that it brings. It
is his part in the social team play, his work in the
world. . .
.
7
Are the foregoing statements sufficiently complete?
The data in this study show more activity, such as sports and
hobbies. It would seem that these factors might have a place
in the achievements of an individual and the writer finds that
Hill has some ideas on this point. He says:
^Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Fifth Edition, p. 994
.
6E. L. Thorndike, Thomdike-Century Junior Dictionary,
p . 848
.
^Edward Cary Hayes, Introduction to the Study of
Sociology, dp. 367-71.

8Don't be lopsided. Learn to appreciate the joys
of the mind as well as the activities of the body.
Have indoor as well as outdoor sports, winter as well
as summer games, mental as well as physical recreation.
Find ways of amusing yourself when alone. Do not
depend too much on others. Develop a liking for
walking and swimming as well as for music, nature, and
art. Have a number of hobbies. Be generous with
yourself and develop a variety of tastes. 8
Does not religion have a place in success? The
writer believes that religion does enter into nearly all
successes, to what extent may be left with the individual and
not all are in accord on the importance of divine help but
religion must not be ignored just because it may be
controversial. It must be conceded that every President of the
United States, thus far, has achieved some degree of success.
One President, Woodrow Wilson, has made the following
observations, as quoted by Josephus Daniels:
"Our civilization cannot survive materially
unless it be redeemed spiritually. I do not
understand how any man can approach the discharge of
the duties of life without faith in The Lord Jesus
Christ. The opinion of the Bible bred in me, not
only by the teaching of my home when I was a boy,
but also every turn and experience of my life and
every step of study, is that it is the one supreme
source of revelation, the revelation of the meaning
or life, the nature of God and the spiritual nature
and need of men. It is the only guide of life which
really leads the spirit in the way of peace and
salvation. If men could but be made to know it
intimately, and for what it really is, we should
have secured both individual and social regeneration.
There is the danger of considering success only the
^Howard C. Hill, The Life and Work of the Citizen ,
pp . 569-70
.
9The Life of Woodrow Wilson
, pp. 358-59.
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achievement of a lifetime. Certainly two or three years out of
school is only a small fractional part of the usual lifetime.
Greater success is likely to be gained later in life but surely
there must be some success in early life and the writer quotes
an opinion on the time element in success: "Outer success will
always eventually follow that inner success of self-control,
self-discipline, self-development and self-expression. No one
can say when this success will come."^
The writer contends that success is comparative.
Many variables enter into success. One man's mediocrity might
be another's success. A mark of "C" in a course earned by a
pupil with an 1$ of eighty-five might indicate success but
to a pupil whose IQ is 120 the same mark would not be
creditable. Stanwood Cobb quoted H. G. Wells as saying: "The
only true measure of success is the ratio between what we
might have been, on the one hand, and the thing we have done
and the thing we have made of ourselves on the other. "H
This idea is expressed in another way: "Victorious
living is not dependent upon great talents. It is a
peculiarly relative and psychological condition, marked by a
sense of achievement commensurate with one's abilities
.
The essence of success in life seems to be the use
to which we put our talents. This too has been expressed:
Stanwood Cobb, Discovering the Genius Within You .
p. 17.
i:LIbicU p. 151.
^ IbicU p . 159
.
—
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"We have never attained to truly successful living until we
have found adequate expression for the Self within us.' 1
After all, if a person does his best, has he not
succeeded? The writer does not claim that anyone consistently
and literally does his best, nor does he feel that one must
never fail in any detail in order to achieve success. This
point is further discussed in tnis quotation: "True success is
tne achievement of a worthwnne goal which represents the best
of wnich we are capable."-*-4
The writer quotes these authorities somewhat at
length in an attempt to justify his own definition of a
successful life. He defines it thus: the success of a person
is measured by the extent to which he uses his abilities, both
natural and acquired, for the good of mankind.
The scope of the major problem includes the success of
the individuals, as indicated by their occupations, salaries,
further education, use of music, church interests, other
activities and hobbies. The minor problems include such
factors as tend to show relation to the successes of the
individuals
. .
13 Ibid., p. 284.
14Charles R. Gow, Foundations for Human Engineering .
p . 226
.
.
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CHAPTER II
SUCCESS OF FARM AND TRADES SCHOOL BOYS AFTER LEAVING
General Statement
The main problem is to study the success of former
Farm and Trades School boys. The data for this purpose are
derived from the information given by those individuals on the
questionnaire blanks. This part of the problem will be
considered in five parts: (1) the further education of Farm
and Trades School boys; (2) the length of time in their present
occupations; (3) unemployment; (4) salaries; (5) their
leisure-time activities.
Analysis of Data
Further Education of Farm and Trades School Boys .
—
The writer believes it fair to assume that education is
essential but "what” and "how much education*' are controversial
and large topics. The following opinion cannot be claimed as
authoritative, even though this man has devoted much time and
study to the general problem:
The one cause that has ever brought much good to
the world has been education, education about tolerance,
and money, and beauty, and nature, and fine manners, and
gentle human relationships. The only millennium I can
think of, would be a world filled with educated people,
people who not only believed in but who lived lives of
liberty, tolerance, sympathy, and beauty.
1
^ ^Albert Edward Wiggam, The Marks of An Educated Man ,
p. 180
..
f
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The writer has known two men who could neither read
nor write. Each of them had saved sufficient amounts of his
earnings to retire late in life and each of Lhem was considered
to be a quite substantial citizen in his community. They
looked upon schools as rather unnecessary. They were
interesting individuals- -perhaps because they were different.
The only point in bringing these two men into this thesis is to
show that the value of education in life success may be a
matter of opinions and that, we who have some formal education
may be inclined to stress unduly the importance of education as
a factor of success.
The individuals of this study had previously
completed five or more school grades. The length of time here
varied from one to seven years. Fifty graduated at the
completion of the eleventh year here, equivalent to the second
year of high school work. Three of these completed an
additional year of school work here, and twenty-one did not
graduate. The median time of schooling, to the time of leaving
this School, was eleven years.
The information in Table I shows that a total of
forty-three of the seventy-one individuals who reported, or
sixty-one percent, have continued their education after leaving
this School. Ten of these are now attending other educational
institutions. Those forty-three individuals were in other
schools a median length of time of two years. The median
additional school time of the total seventy-one individuals of
this study is one year.
=
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TABLE I. YEARS IN OTHER SCHOOLS AFTER
LEAVING THE FARM AND TRADES SCHOOL
Years
in other
schools
Number
who have
attended
Number
nov/
attending
4-5
. . . 1 1
3 . . . . 11 0
2 . . . . 12 1
1 . . . . 9 5
Under 1 . 28 3
Median 1 year
This continuing with school is not especially unusual.
We know that more pupils went further in school in 1936 than in
1920. The United States population from five to seventeen
years of age increased nearly five million between those years
and the school enrollment increased by approximately the same
number. ^ The college enrollment increased from 256,694 in
1919-20 to 1,250,000 in 1936-37. 3 This shows that the college
enrollment more than tripled in this seventeen-year period.
TABLE II. TOTAL YEARS IN SCHOOL
Years
in school
Number
of boys
15 ... . 1
14 ... . 4
13 ... . 15
12 ... . 15
11 ... . 22
10 ... . 6
9 . . . . 6
8 . . . . 2
Median . . 12 years
2The World Almanac and Book of Facts 1938, p. 380
3 Ibid, p. 381.
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William Martin Proctor, Stanford University, used the
Army Alpha Group Test in 1917-18 on fifteen hundred individuals.
He made a check-up of 945 of these individuals in 1930-31, using
the Barr Scale to group occupations. This included such
occupations as clerical workers, dairymen, electricians,
gardeners, mechanics, photographers, printers, carpenters,
cabinet makers. Two hundred twenty-eight individuals in this
group (Rank III on the Barr Scale) had an average IQ of 104.1
and averaged 12.04 years in school.4
A study of 245,000 sixteen-, seventeen-, and
eighteen-year-old employed boys of the State of Hew York in
1921 showed that fifty percent left school before completing
8.3 grades. 5 The middle fifty percent left school between the
completion of 7.3 and 8.9 grades^ and less than two percent
completed the fourth year of high school.^
The length of time of schooling is more clearly shown
in Table II. This median period of twelve years of total
schooling indicates that the individuals of this study compare
favorably with other groups.
Length of Present Occupations.—The writer believes
that short length of service in an occupation indicates lack of
4" Intelligence and Length of Schooling in Relation to
Occupational Levels." School and Society, XLII (December 7, 1935),
pp. 783-86.
^Howard G. Burdge, Our Boys, p. 97.
6 Ibid, p. 100.
^Ibid, p. 88.
—
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success in that work. The converse, long service in a job,
does not necessarily mean success. What constitutes too short
a time must be arbitrary and, because of many variable factors,
the time element as a criterion would be dangerous if not
impossible. The writer has failed to find data or opinions
which would be conclusive evidence sufficient to prove a point
in this connection.
A published survey of Boston boys in 1921 shows that
of 648 boys who were in their first regular position three
months or over, 86.3 percent had been in the position twelve
months or longer.
8
The New York State survey of 245,000 sixteen-,
seventeen-, and eighteen-year-old employed boys in 1921 showed
32.4 percent of the boys had been in their positions 10.5
months or longer.®
The median age of the entire group of this study is
shown in Table IX, as more fully discussed later, to be twenty
years. It will also be shown later that the median length of
time out of school is two years for the entire group.
Table III shows that a total of eleven individuals
have been in their present jobs from twelve to twenty-three
months and that eleven have been in their present jobs two
years or longer. These twenty-two individuals who have been in
their present jobs one year or longer constitute 41.5 percent
p . 265
.
^Helen Sumner Woodbury, The Working Children of Boston ,
^Howard G. Burdge, op. cit .
,
p. 200.
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of the fifty-three employed individuals.
These data show that the boys in this study compare
favorably in length of service with other groups cited.
TABLE III. PRESENT SALARIES AND MONTHS
EMPLOYED IN PRESENT JOB
Weekly
salary
Number of individuals in present job Percent
of
total
Less than
12 months
12 to 23
months
24 months
and over Total
$ 3-5 1 0 0 1 1.9
6-8 0 1 0 1 1.9
9-11 0 0 0 0 0.0
12-14 5 3 0 8 15.1
15-17 6 1 3 10 18.9
18-20 11 1 2 14 26.3
21-23 4 2 2 8 15.1
24-26 3 1 2 6 11.3
27-29 1 0 0 1 1.9
30-32 0 1 2 3 5.7
33-35 0 1 0 1 1.9
Total 31 11 11 53 100.0
Mean
Median
$19.28
19.00
Unemployment .—Figuring percent of unemployment might
come dangerously near the oft quoted statement, the source of
which the writer is unaware, tnat, "Figures don’t lie but liars
can figure." The questions could be asked, "What constitutes
unemployment?" and "Is an able-bodied man who receives three
dollars per week employed?"
Table III shows the job status of the fifty-three
individuals who reported regular jobs. Eight individuals
reported unemployment or odd jobs. Ten are in schools. This
accounts for the seventy-one individuals who reported. The
- — —
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eight unemployed individuals constitute 11.2 percent of the
seventy-one individuals, the percent of unemployment.
A study of 2985 young people graduating from eight
high schools and one vocational school in 1936, one year after
graduating, in Minneapolis, showed eleven percent unemployed
and seven percent not located. 10
By computing the male population of Massachusetts
"between the ages of eighteen and sixty-four inclusive from
census figures-*- 1 and using the National Unemployment figures
from the Census of November 1937, showing 162,052 unemployed
males in this State,^ it is found that the unemployed males
amount to approximately twelve percent.
individuals of this study is slightly less than the average
under as nearly comparable circumstances as the writer could
find. These young men of this study should be conceded at
least average success.
cents. As a matter of fact innumerable cases could be cited
where eminently successful people have died poverty-stricken.
In the commercial field, however, there is a definite idea that
successful effort should be compensated in money. Our various
and varied wage scales follow this general idea. It is true
10Carroll R. Reed, ''Following Through in Minneapolis,"
Occupations
. Vol. XVI, No. 4 (January, 1938), pp. 321-25.
12
"Unemployed by States," Boston Traveler . January 3,
1938, p. 25.
These data indicate that the unemployment of the
Salaries .--Not all success is measured in dollars and
11The World Almanac and Book of Facts 1938
. pp. 242-43.
»•
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that the economic law of "supply and demand" enters appreciably
and various controlling factors, such as unions and governments,
affect the wage scales. However, if individuals work; in
similar occupations under similar circumstances it might be
conceded that those individuals who receive higher wages are
more successful than other workers who receive less.
employed individuals to be $19.00. Only two of the employed
boys report salaries below the lowest minimum set up by the
"code" in 1933. "In 1933, however, President Franklin Roosevelt
succeeded in securing codes with many industries by which
minimum wages of from $12 to $16 a week were established. "13
for the fifty-three employed individuals. This is slightly less
than the average of $19.74 for all unskilled labor in
at best is a very rough comparison. The occupations were not
the same; the localities varied; and the ages of employees
were undoubtedly quite different.
of this study showing an average of $19.28 per week in Table III
and the average initial salaries for graduates of day industrial
schools in Massachusetts in 1936-37. The figures in this latter
Studies No. 229 ; Wages . Hours , and Employment in the United
States 1914-1936
.
p. 65.
Table III shows the median salary of the fifty-three
Table III shows the average weekly wage to be $19.28
manufacturing industries in the United States in 1936. This
Another comparison can be made between the individuals
l^Howard C. Hill, op. cit .
.
p. 359.
14m. Ada Beney, National Industrial Conference Board
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study show 829 boys who graduated from trades courses, averaging
$16.45 per week .15 These are initial salaries while those in
Table III are not strictly initial salaries. However, those
trades in the Massachusetts public schools are more diversified
and probably more complete than the extent of the trades courses
at The Farm and Trades School. The dangers of this comparison
are manifold but from the data at hand the success in average
salaries of the individuals of this study compare favorably
with the salaries of the other boys.
The writer does not insist that the boys of this
study are showing startling success in the salaries earned but
in fairness to those boys the facts must be considered and
these boys given credit where credit belongs. The individuals
of this study do show favorable comparison in salaries.
Leisure-Time Activities.— If we can accept the
philosophy of Phelps as a proper objective in life we may agree
that leisure-time activity is not only desirable but an
important factor in life success. William Lyon Phelps, in a
lecture at the International Rotary Convention in Detroit in
1934, said:
The only way you can find out about any
individual man or woman is to see either of them in
their leisure hours.... If you want to know anything
about those individuals, you must find out what they
do with their leisure time.... His fate is determined
by the use that he makes of his free time.
^Division of Vocation Education, Massachusetts
Department of Education Report, "Tabulation of Graduates of Day
Industrial and Part-Time Cooperative Schools for Boys for the
Year 1936-37," p. 7.
Proceedings Twenty-fifth Annual Convention of
Rotary International (June 25-29, 1934), p. 81.
I—
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Table IV shows that thirty-eight percent of the
seventy-one individuals reported they are using music,
sixty-five percent have church interest, eighty-five percent
report hobbies and forty-eight percent report other activities.
Only three individuals, or four percent, failed to report some
leisure-time activity. Seventy-eight percent of the individuals
reported interest in two or more groups of activities.
TABLE IV. LEISURE-TIME INTERESTS
BY GROUPS
Interest
groups
Number
of boys
Percent
of total
Using music .... 27 38
Church interest . . 46 65
Other activities. . 34 48
Hobbies 60 85
0 of 4 above groups 3 4
1 of 4 above groups 13 18
2 of 4 above groups 24 34
3 of 4 above groups 17 24
4 of 4 above groups 14 20
Median number of
groups of interests 2
Table V shows an aggregate total of 213 leisure-
time activities, hobbies and interests for the seventy-one
individuals. This is an average of three leisure-time
interests per individual.
Edward L. Thorndike is a rather noted psychologist1 '
and under the caption "The Goal of Social Effort," he lists
twenty-six "Desirable Provisions to be Made for Man." Some of
1 ''who ' s Who in Ameri can Education : A Biographical
Dictionary of Eminent Living Educators of the United States }
5th ed., 1933-34, p. 712.
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these tend to show that we are "on the right track" when we
include leisure-time activities in our criterion for success.
Some of these provisions are here quoted:
Desirable Provisions to be Made for Man.
1. Maintenance of the inner causes of the joy
of living at or above their present average.
2. Food when hungry, and drink when thirsty.
3. A diet physiologically adequate.
4. . . .5. . . .6. . . .7. . . .Protection. . .
.
8. Some room or place where he can rest
undisturbed. . .
.
9. Enjoyable bodily activity, especially -when
young.
10. Enjoyable mental activity, including
esthetic pleasures.
11. Opportunity for human society.
12. . . .13 Opportunity for life with mate ....
14. The approval of one’s community....
19. Membership in organized groups, and the
right to participate in activities or
ceremonies which are (or at least are
thought to be) important.
Religion is included in 6-7-10-13-19
.
The writer feels strongly that a great measure of
success of an individual is due directly and indirectly to his
"play-time" habits, yet the space here devoted to discussion of
this point, without adequate proof of value, will hardly raise
the value and might better be left unwritten. He will call
attention to the church interest shown in Table IV, and point
out that sixty-five percent of the individuals indicate interest
in this activity. Church membership is not exactly comparable
but the fact that there are fifty-five million church members
in this Country and seventy million who are not members-^ does
18t>The Goal of Social Effort," The Educational Record ,
XVII (April, 1936), pp. 153-68.
ly
"Modern Social and Educational Trends," Research
Bulletin , XII (November, 1934), pp. 282-83.
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indicate that tnere is at least a sentiment for religion in
this Country. We do not know how many of the seventy million
non-members are somewhat "church minded." It seems as though
the individuals of our study are again showing a favorable
comparison.
A further indication that religion is important is
some evidence found in the recent book, The Return to Religion .
Here Henry C. Link says:
I was one of the special advisors in this project,
and was also responsible for the planning and
supervision of a statistical study of ten thousand of
the examinations made, "See report, Ten Thousand Clients
of the Adjustment Service, written by Garret L. Bergen
and published by the American Association for Adult
Education, New York...." One of these findings, not
published in the report was that the individuals who
believed in religion or attended a church had
significantly better personalities than those who did
not. 20
No attempt is made here to show that the varied
leisure-time pursuits shown in Table V prove any point. This
Table is inserted as a point of interest and for record. The
division into two groups was made with the thought that it wa
s
doubtful whether the interests of Group I were really
developed at this School but that Group II interests definitely
were developed here.
2(
^The Return to Religion
, p. 13.
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TABLE V. LEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES
PARTICIPATION CLASSIFIED
Group I Group II
Activity Number Activity Number
Chess .... 2 Church. . . . 46
Collecting. . 3 Mech. drawing 1
DeMolay . . . 7 Farming . . . 2
Entertaining. 3 Gardening . . 3
Mechanical. . 17 Machine work. 1
Outing.... 9 Music .... 27
Photography . 6 Painting. . . 1
Reading . . . 6 Sports.... 28
Social Clubs. 16 Steam engine
.
1
Stamp collect 4 Study .... 4
Y. M. C. A. . 8 Woodworking . 7
Miscellaneous 11 Total ....
Group I total
121
92
Total .... 92 Grand total 213
In these activities shown in Table V we do find much
of human interests, that is, non-technical, non-work: activity.
Character, life, judgment, efficiency, human nature; all of
these can be round in abundance in these leisure-time
activities. If success is dependent to only thirteen percent
on technical knowledge surely these other human factors must
play a big part in life success. This "thirteen percent" idea
is found in the following introduction by F. Alexander Magoun:
"Dr. C. R. Mann of the Carnegie Foundation
tabulated over fifteen hundred replies from practicing
engineers to whom was addressed the question, 'What, are
the essential qualities of a successful engineer?’ The
results showed an average estimate of 41% character,
17.5% judgment, 14.5% efficiency, 14% understanding of
human nature, and 13% technical knowledge. These
engineers considered 87% of their ability to produce
results, as based on qualities developed outside of the
ordinary university classroom training. Their
difficulties were largely lire difficulties, not
engineering difficulties . "21
21charles R. Gow, op. cir., p. vii
.
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These data point strongly to the fact that these
individuals, with the possible exception of three, are
definitely active in interests outside of working hours. They
are doing things. They are living! As for measuring the degree
of success by quantity or quality, it is not possible from the
available data and insufficient measuring devices. The writer
is not aware of accepted yard sticks for this phase of values.
In this study we must be content, on this point, to suggest that
some activity shows some success. The writer may believe that
an average of three leisure-time interests, as shown in Table V,
is proof of success. He does not, however, insist that this be
accepted as valid evidence of great success.
—=====—=—=
—
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CHAPTER III
FACTORS AFFECTING THEIR SUCCESSES AND
USEFULNESS OF THIS SCHOOL
General Statement
The first four of the minor problems will be
considered in this chapter. These problems are:
1. To find what effect this School has had on their
successes
.
2. To find other factors which affected their
successes
3. To find what parts of the training at The Farm and
Trades School were later used.
4. To find what occupations now followed were
developed at The Farm and Trades School.
The information for the study of these minor problems
is derived from (1) ques cionnaire blanks and (2) records at
this School.
After carefully examining the data at hand the writer
finds it impossible to claim definitely that this School
affected the successes of the individuals of this study. The
writer finds himself frankly asking the question: Was success
due to hereditary characteristics, to environment, to education
or to other factors, and to what extent was this School
responsible for the developments? Some light is shed on the
question by Albert Edward Wiggam, w'ho says:
cr
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As I have already pointed out in a foot-note to a
previous chapter, the Behaviorists—a school of
psychologists founded by Doctor John B. Watson--assert
(at least some of the leading exponents of this school
assert) that "ninety percent, of a man's behavior is
due to his environment
.
Wiggam does not, however, agree with the Behaviorists'
theory. In spite of Wiggam's strong tendency to stress
heredity, the writer believes Wiggam presents the matter fairly
when he comments on the foregoing quote:
This may be entirely true, but so far it seems to
me it has not been removed from the realm of assertion
into the realm of exact measurement. No one doubts that
a man's early education is of great influence in
determining his character and behavior in later life,
but exactly how great—whether ninety per cent, or
twenty per cent. --has not as yet so far as I am aware
been measured. And I do not believe we can speak of
percentages until we have measurements. Environment is
important in determining behavior, but precisely how
important I doubt very much if we have any means at
present for determining, when it comes to one individual,
whether we consider one particular act or the sum total
of his character. Indeed, it seems to me it would be
pretty difficult to determine what one hundred per cent,
of a man's character really is, and when we had measured
either ten per cent, or ninety per cent, of its total.
2
This leaves the writer v/ith no alternative but to
point out possibilities. These possibilities wrill be discussed
in connection vrith the further education, occupations, and
leisure-time activities.
3-The Fruit of the Family Tree
, p. 332.
2Albert Edward Wiggam, loc . cit .
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Analysis of Data
Effect This School Has Had on Th^ir Successes.
—
It is apparent that Russell H. Conwell, founder of Temple
University, many years ago recognized the value of inspiring
youth to greater practical education. Quoting from Acres of
Diamonds
:
As early as 1887, just three years after the
beginning, the Temple College, as it was by that time
called, issued its first catalogue, which set forth
with stirring words that the intent of its founding
was to
:
"Provide such instruction as shall be best
adapted to the higher education of those who are
compelled to labor at their trade while engaged in
study.
"Cultivate a taste for the higher and most useful
V branches of learning.
"Awaken in the character of young laboring men ana
women a determined ambition to be useful to their
fellow-men. "3
TABLE VI. YEARS AT THE FARM
AND TRADES SCHOOL
Years
at F.T.S.
Number
of boys
7 . . . . 5
6 . . . . 24
5 . . . . 9
4 ... . 14
3 ... . 12
2 ... . 5
1 . . . . 2
Median 5 years
^Russell H. Conwell, Acres of Diamonds, p. 136.
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^ Table VI shows that the seventy-one individuals of
this study were at this School a median period of five years.
It was shown in a previous part of this study (Table I, p. 13)
that forty-three of the individuals had a median of two years
of schooling beyond this School and that the median for the
entire seventy-one individuals of this study was one year.
In Table VII it is shown that forty-four individuals
rated "academic" as having been worthwhile to them. This would
indicate that these individuals considered that the academic
education at this School had some effect upon their lives.
TABLE VII. NUMBER OF THE 71 INDIVIDUALS REPORTING THE FOLLOWING
FARM AND TRADES SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AS WORTHWHILE TO THEM
Activity Number Activity Number
Farm 51 Cottage Row .... 28
Sloyd 49 Mechanical Drawing. 28
Academic 44 Swimming. ..... 28
Snorts 43 Flower gardens. . . 27
Band 39 Weather bureau. . . 25
Grade system 37 Island location . . 24
Household 35 Power House .... 24
Church 32
These data do not prove that there was a positive
effect by tnis School on tne further education of these
individuals. It does appear that this School did have some
effect upon their further education.
It is shown in Taoie XIII (p. 37) that fifteen of
the individuals of this study are now engaged in occupations
developed at this School and uhat uhe median weekly salary of
this group is twenty-two dollars per week.
.
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The median salary of the entire group of employed
individuals of this study has been shown to be nineteen dollars
(Table III, p. lb). This figure compared favorably with oiner
wage earning groups, as shown in that part of the study.
These data are offered as evidence that this School
has had a definite effect upon these occupational successes.
It is not possible, with this daca, to show ihat the
length of time in the jobs was influenced by the training at
this Scnool.
The seventy-one individuals of this study reported
a total of 213 leisure-time activity interests as shown in
Table V (p. 23). The School records show that the individuals
were active in similar branches wrhile at this School in 120
of the 121 total activity participation shown in Group II of
Table V.
Attendance at religious services is required at this
School, therefore, every boy has religious instruction. Table V
shows that forty- six of the seventy- one individuals report
church interest. This study indicates that with a considerable
majority there is a positive effect.
Every one of the twenty-seven who reported that they
are using their training in music, played in the School band.
This School claims to have had the first boys’ band in America,
established in 1857.4 This claim has been wddely made in music
4Clifton E. Albee, ’’America's Earliest School Band,”
Jacobs ’ Band Monthly
.
Vol. XXIII, No. 2 (February, 1938),
pp. 6-7-28.
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publications and has never been questioned. These facts
definitely indicate that this School has had a favorable effect
upon the further musical activity of this group.
«
Twenty- e ight individuals are shown in Table V to have
sports as a lei sure-time interest. All but one of these
participated in athletics at this School. How much effect this
had upon their present interests cannot be determinea.
Twenty individuals reported leisure-time activity, as
shown in Group II of Table V, in mechanical drawing,
woodworking, farming, gardening, machine work, painting, steam
engineering, and study. This does not include those who are
actively engaged in these branches. Recorcs at the School show
that all of these participated in like activities at the School.
It is evident, therefore, that this School had an effect upon
the pursuit of those interests.
There is undoubtedly some effect which this School had
upon the ninety- two social, mechanical, and other interests shown
in Group I of Table V during the median time of five years
(Table VI, p. 27) at this School. The data is insufficient to
check the direct relation. Cottage Row5 for instance, a form of
city government in which each boy has a part, probably had some
effect upon the social activities of this group. Again, the
Island5 and its extensive campus and unique location, may have
had some effect but just what effect is not shown in this suudy
5"Little Island in Boston Harbor Has ’City’ Governed by
Boys," Christian Science Monitor , February 4, 1937, p. 11-
6Edward Rowe Snowr
,
The Islands of Boston Harbor : Their
History and Romance 1626-1935 , op. 153-74.
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Other Factors Which Affectea Their Successes.— It was
shown under the previous minor problem heading that there are
many factors which determine the characteristics of an
individual and that it is impossible to accurately measure the
quantity of each element. In this section consideration will
be given to (1) intelligence, (2) age, (3) years out of school,
and (4) home conditions.
A common belief is that intelligence-test scores
bear little relationship to success in occupations
—
much less than with success in school subjects. The
published data do not entirely support this impression.
The correlations reported for certain occupations
equals or exceeds the highest relationships reported
for high-school subjects; for other occupations, the
coefficient of correlation approaches zero, a condition
similar to the findings of some investigations of the
relationships of mental-test scores ana success in
certain school courses.
^
If the point of view should be accepted that
intelligence does affect success, there would still be the fact
that these individuals have not been out of school sufficiently
long to demonstrate their ability to any considerable extent.
The IQ ratings reported in Table VIII are derived from one Otis
Group Test, Advanced Examination, 8 administered by the writer
previous to the admission of the individuals to this School.
This Table shows a median IQ of 104. This is the rating of
average intelligence as stated by Terrnan. 9
^Leonard V. Koos and Grayson N. Kefauver, Guidance in
Secondary Schools, o. 297.
sArthur S. Otis, Otis Group Intelligence Scale: Manual
of Directions for Advanced Examination, pp. 1-12.
^Lewis M. Terman, The Measurement of Intelligence,
p . 94
.
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This IQ rating is comparable to the IQ average of
104.1 for the 228 individuals in Proctor's study shown on page
fourteen of this study. Table XIII shows that the occupations
of the individuals of this study closely parallel those shown
in Proctor's study.
TAB13 VIII. OTIS GROUP TEST IQ RATINGS
OF 67 INDIVIDUALS OF THIS STUDY*
IQ
Intervals
Number
of
scores
Percentage
of
total
126-130 . . 1 01.5
121-125 . . 0 00.0
116-120 . . 2 03.0
111-115 . . 10 14.9
106-110 . . lb 23.8
101-105 . . 17 25.4
9b- 100 . . 15 22.4
91-95. . . 4 06.0
86-90. . . 2 03.0
Total . . . 67 100.0
Median IQ . 104
There are seventy-one individuals in this study.
There is no IQ rating for the other four individuals. There is
no evidence to indicate tnat their ratings would affect these
percentages
.
It is evident, therefore, tnat tne intelligence, as
shown by IQ ratings, is almost identical with the IQ ratings
shown Dy Proctor in his study of inniviouals m similar
occupations. This indicates that mteiligexice is one of the
determining factors m occupational placement and a factor in
the success ot individuals.
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A study was made of the present ages of the
individuals and the result is shown in Table IX. It is of
interest to note that the median age is twenty years. There is
not sufficient evidence that this affects the success of the
individuals to justify offering these data as proof. The wages
median will probably tend upward as age increases but this has
nothing to do with their present successes.
TABLE IX. PRESENT AGE OF
INDIVIDUALS OF THIS STUDY
Age
Number of
individuals
25 ... . 1
24 ... . 2
23 ... . 7
22 ... . 12
21 ... . 12
20 ... . 16
19 ... . 13
18 ... . 4
17 ... . 4
Median age
Table X shows the median time out of this School to
be three years. Previous figures (in the first part of
Chapter II) show that one year of this time was the median
educational period beyond this School. Therefore the median
time of working has been two years. The only possible point
shown by these data is that no young man could be expected to
make any great achievement in this short time out of school.
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TABLE X. YEARS OUT OF F.T.S.
Years
out
Number of
individuals
7-9 . . 9
5-6 . . 12
4 . . . 11
3 . . . 15
2 . . . 10
1 . . . 14
Median 3 years
These pages may seem to deal with cold facts and
figures, inadequate comparisons, words, cases, but in reality
the writer is attempting to write about human individuals
.
He is telling of the successful work: tney are doing and about
their pleasures, their nappmess, their life problems. No
w
a note of tragedy must be inserted.
W These boys, all but three, come from homes broken by
adverse circumstances. Twenty-six of them have lost their
fathers by death. Twelve of their motners have died, and six
others have lost botn parents by death. Twenty-four came from
nomes broken by separation oi parents. These facts are shown
in Table XI.
TAELS XI. HOME CONDITIONS
Status of parents
Number of
individuals
Percent
of total
Motner only, living . . 26 36 .b
Father oniy, living . . 12 16.9
Neither parent living . 6 8.4
Motner has custody* . . 20 28.3
Father nas custody* . . 1 1.4
Other guardian* .... 3 4.2
Normal home 3 4.2
Total 71 100.0
*3oth parents living but home broken.
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Whatever the cause of a broken home it leaves the
child tom with grief and sometimes near despair. The big
important job of this Scnool and its staff of twenty-six
members is to help bridge that gap left by these broken homes,
to the end that each of these worthy but unfortunate boys may
know the joys of peace, harmony, happiness, and right living.
Theodore R. Myers, in 1935, used the intra-family
relationships and pupil adjustment study for his Doctor’s
Dissertation at Columbia. The following statements from that
study are pertinent to this study:
It is generally assumed that when the relations
between parents are friendly and cooperative, when
parents show affection, kindness, thoughtfulness,
consideration, and courtesy toward each other, and
when parents share equally in the direction and
management of the home that the home relationships
are favorable to the development of well-adjusted
children. Conflicts of various sorts, disputes,
quarrels, arguments and disagreements, lack of
consideration, domination of one parent over the
other, and indifference on the part o£ one parent
toward the other are assumed to lead to the
development of poorly-adjusted children. The data
for grades 9 to 12 and grades 7 and 8 bear out these
assumptions in nearly every instance. 1°
Ruth Shoule Cavan has shown that the home background
has a definite effect upon the personality adjustment of
children. The result of that study of white urban children,
native born fathers, as it affects boys, is shown in Table XII.11
10 Intra-Family Relationships and Rupil Acgustrm
Relation Between Certain Selected Factors of the Home
Environment of Junior-Senior High School Pupils and the
Adjustment and Behavior of These Pupils in School
, pp. 64-65.
H”The Relation of Home Background and Social Relations
to Personality Adjustment,” The American Journal of Sociology ,
Vol. XL, No. 2 (September, 1934), pp. 143-54.
•H
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TABLE XII- HOME BACKGROUND FROM
STUDY BY RUTH SHOULS CAVAN*
Percentage of boys
Broken homee having specified Totaltype of personality boys
adjustment
Good Fair Poor
Both parents home 43 49 8 709
Mother only home 38 54 8 104
Father only home 34 52 14 29
Mother & stepfather 32 54 14 44
Father & stepmother 21 42 37 19
*Table XII is part of a table cited.
This study is inadequate to show home conditions
influence on successes. The citations tend to show that
unsatisfactory home conditions affect personality adjustment
adversely. It would seem, therefore, that the broken homes
shown in this study have had unfavorable effect upon these
successes unless the period of years at this School has
overbalanced that effect. This study does not show this
relation.
Training at The Farm and Trades School Later Used .
—
Table XIII shows the five most used activities which were
developed at this School were academic, church, music, sports,
and farm. These activities are listed in the order of importance
as shown by the numbers of individuals who have used them. The
other activities shown to be used in the order of their
frequency are woodworking, household, power house, painting,
mechanical, printing, boats, and miscellaneous.
i.
••
.
.
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ft TABLE XIII . OCCUPATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPED AT F.T.S.
Occupation Number of individuals Present Number Percent
or median of of total
activity Recently Leisure- Now weekly individ- individ-
used time using salary* uals uals
Academic . . 33 4 10 — 47 66.2
Church . . . — 46 — — 46 64.8
Music. . . . 1 27 — — 28 39.4
Sports . . . — 28 -- -- 28 39.4
Farm .... 19 2 5* $18.00 26 36 .6
Woodworking
.
6 7 4* 22.00 17 23.9
Household. . 9 — — — 9 12.7
Power house. 1 1 2* 28.00 4 5.6
Painting . . 3 1 -- -- 4 5 .6
Mechanical . 1 1 1* 20.00 3 4.2
Printing . . -- — 2* 23.00 2 2.8
Boats. . . . -- — 1* 21.00 1 1.4
Miscellany . 1 4 -- -- 5 7.0
Median salary of 15 individuals * $22.00
Weekly salary of the 15 individuals now using or
engaged in those occupations developed at F.T.S.
Moie specifically, these data show, as indicated in
Table XIII, that further direct use has been made of academic
training by forty- seven individuals, which is 66.2 percent of
the total number of individuals of the study. The church
experience is being used by forty- six individuals, or 64.8
percent of the total. Music, derived from playing a band
instrument, has been used by no less than twenty-eight or 39.4
percent of the individuals. Twenty-eight state that they are
interested in sports as one or their hobbies; this constitutes
39.4 percent of the total number. Twenty-six have used the farm
experience, all but twt> as a wage earning activity; this is 36.6
percent of the total individuals.
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It is interesting tu note tnat nine individuals have
used tneir Household training as a means or earning a living.
This is 12.7 percent ot me total. Such practical training as
paiiroing, mechanical, printing, Doats and miscellaneous work
show a total oi nineteen individuals, or 26.7 percent, oi one
uoual individuals or the study, navmg used these various
activities since they received training m tnose activities
at this Scnooi. It is round tnat an average of three of these
activities per individual, in which they received training
during their median period of five years at this School, have
been used by these boys since leaving this School.
Occupations Now Followed Developed at This School .
—
Previous data of this study showed that the median salary of the
fifty-three employed individuals was nineteen dollars (Table III,
p. 16) and that this compared favorably toother studies. LTow
Table XIII shows that fifteen of these individuals, or 28.3
percent, are employed in occupations for which they had previous
training at this School. These fifteen young men receive a
median weekly salary of twenty-two dollars. The occupations
thus developed at this School are farm, woodworking, power house,
mechanical, printing and boats.
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES AND
HELPFULNESS OF INSTRUCTORS AND BOYS
General Statement
Minor problems 5, 6, and 7 will be considered in this
chapter in the following order:
5. To evaluate the relative importance of the
twenty-nine principal activities of the School.
b. To find to what extent instructors at The Farm and
Trades School were helpful personally.
7 . To find to what extent other boys were personally
helpful.
The data for this part of the study are derived from
the replies given in the questionnaire blanks.
Analysis of Data
Evaluation of Principal Activities .--Table XIV is
more of a mass of figures than an understandable concise table.
It does contain the tabulated facts on the relative rank of
importance as assigned by each individual for each of the
twenty-nine items which have been helpful to these individuals.
It appears from these data that the most valuable
activities are: academic, farm, sloyd, band, and sports. The
group next in importance includes: grade system( citizenship)
,
household duties, power house, carpentry, painting, and
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mechanical drawing. The third next important group of
activities includes! Cottage'*Row, church, Island location, boats
flower gardens, and weather bureau. These are closely followed
by printing and swimming.
TABLE XIV. RELATIVE RANK GIVEN" BY THE 71 INDIVIDUALS
TO 'THE 29 PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES OF THE SCHOOL
her of individuals who gave each ranking
ac 1,1viuy 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th Beyond Total
Class room studies 19 8 3 4 3 0 5 44
Farm 10 8 9 2 0 3 4 15 51
Sloyd 10 7 9 5 1 3 5 9 49
Sports 5 ou 7 1 10 5 2 10 43
Eand 5 4 7 7 2 2 2 10 39
Grade system . . . 3 9 5 1 3 1 3 17 42
Household duties . 4 1 1 Q 7 6 1 12 35
Power house .... 4 1 3 3 2 2 0 9 24
Carpentry 4 1 2 0 1 1 0 4 13
Painting 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 18
Mechanical drawing 1 4 4 5 1 0 1 12 28
Cottage Row. . . . 2 2 1 2 3 4 1 13 28
Sunday services. . 1 0 2 3 1 2 5 18 32
Island location. . 2 1 0 3 2 0 1 15 24
Boats 2 2 0 1 4 0 2 10 21
Flower gardens . . 1 0 1 3 1 1 2 19 28
Weather bureau . . 1 0 2 2 1 3 1 15 25
Printing office. . 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 2 8
Swimming
Friends ’ Days . . .
0 0 0 4 1 4 2 17 28
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 17 21
Laundry 1 0 0 0 rykJ 2 5 9 20
Forging 0 2 0 2 2 0 3 6 15
Trips 0 1 0 0 2 1 3 15 22
Programs 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 19 21
Vacations 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 15 20
Cobbler, Stock rm. 2 0 0 1 0 u 0 6 9
Mail boy 0 3 0 2 1 1 0 3 10
Bank & -Trading Co
.
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 7 12
Bakery 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 5 9
•i
— — =
I
The questionnaire blank contained a request to mark
the relative importance of the six branches of farm activity at
the School. Sixty-two of the seventy-one individuals marked one
or more ' of these items. The purpose was to determine, if
possible, the relative value of these six branches of farming
experience and training.
Table XV shows that twenty-two boys give the general
farm work first place. This branch includes a very wide variety
of work, routine, seasonal, unexpected work and miscellaneous
repairs. The order of choice shows general, dairy, agricultural
courses, poultry, crops, and horses, in that order.
This might indicate that the boys would say, '‘Retain
the general farm work, dairy, and agricultural courses as
important and essential parts of this life experience, and
perhaps keep the poultry department. Eliminate the raising of
vegetables and other crops or hire more farmers to do that work
and add more tractors and trucks to replace the farm horses."
At least this is a point to consider and should certainly be
given further study before drawing very cefinite conclusions.
TABLE XV. RANKING OF FARM BRANCHES
Branches
of farming
Number of individuals giving ranks
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Total
General . . 22 11 4 6 5 5 53
Dairy . . . 21 9 1 5 1 1 38
Agr. courses 11 9 12 1 4 4 41
Poultry . . 9 6 6 2 6 5 34
Crops . . . 5 5 8 8 3 3 32
Horses. . . o 6 6 8 5 3 31
.V'i
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Extent of He lpfulness of Instructors .— "Teachers are
the most important factors in the whole educational scheme. 1,1
At this School the staff of twenty-five men and women who are
working with the Headmaster are called instructors. The records
at the School show that the median length of service here of
this present group is approximately six years. The wriuer does
not consider it essential to extend this discussion unduly.
There is ample evidence that a high quality staff with continued
employment is of great value. "Continued changes in the
teaching personnel in a school system make for disorganization
in policies and procedures, and therefore slipshod, chaotic
ideas in the minds of pupils are inevitable." 2 Quoting from
the same source, "The influence of a real leader in v/hom the
boys and girls have confidence, one whom they respect and love,
is incalculable."2
Two questions were asked, attempting to obtain short
statements without necessarily expecting names of instructors
to be given. In many cases names were given. The questions
were "In what way did some instructor or other adult at F.T.S.
have an important and good effect upon your life?" and "How
many instructors or other adults at the School had such
effect?"
^Frederick E. Bolton, Thomas R. Cole, John H. Jessup,
The Beginning Superintendent * p. 282.
2 Ibid .
.
p. 304.
2 Ibid .
,
p. 305.
'.
t
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The replies varied in content. Thirteen individuals
did not reply to either question. Interpretation of these
failures to reply would he to guess and therefore of no value.
Possibly one or more of those individuals felt that no help
came from any instructor. The statement of the first question,
particularly that part which says, n important and good effect
upon your life," might readily he considered too far-reaching.
In any event those thirteen individuals did not reply, so only
the replies of those fifty-eight individuals who did answer
these questions will he considered.
The fifty-eight replies ranged from "one" instructor
to "all." The essential fact is that the replies showed
definitely that 81.7 percent of the seventy-one individuals who
made returns indicated that they were helped by one or more
of the staff members. Even if none of the other thirteen
individuals admit any help by instructors, the percentage is
sufficiently high to warrant the conclusion that the personnel
of the School is highly important.
Extent of He Infulness of Other Boys .— The observations
of the writer indicate that companions tend to have an influence
on the life of individuals. Frequently two boys are practically
inseparable companions. Sometimes this close friendship is
between boys of similar age and sometimes between boys of
different age. Sometimes a younger boy will look up to an older
boy in almost "hero-worship."
— '
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Two questions were included in the questionnaire
blank asking M In what way did some boy have a similar
worthwhile effect?" This question followed the question about
some instructor having an important and good effect. The other
question was "How many boys at F.T.S. had such effect?"
The replies had a wide range in number and content.
The essential fact derived from the replies was that
thirty-eight of the seventy-one individuals said that one or
more boys did have an important and good effect upon the life
of the individual.

CHAPTER V
VOLUNTARY STATEMENTS OF FORMER
FARM AND TRADES SCHOOL EOYS
General Statement
The fact that the fourth page of the questionnaire
blank was left entirely blank, with the suggestion made at the
bottom of page three that further comments be made, the
statements were varied and about as voluntary as possible
.
These comments are all given here. By keeping the statements
of each individual together it is hardly possible to exactly
classify the statements. A partial classification is attempted,
with some brief comments by the writer.
These statements will be divided into three groups:
a. Praise of the School.
b. Criticism of the School.
c. Recommendations for improvements.
Analysis of Data
Praise of the School .--The most frequent comments of
praise pertained to instructors, therefore the complete "praise"
statements by fifteen of the individuals, in which definite help
by instructors is indicated, are quoted first:
c
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(Important and good effect of instructors) By
allowing me to have responsibility for important duties.
(Regarding other boys) I would regard the majority as a
very select group. Finding I have been able to associate
with them favorably since 'SI. Personally, Agriculture
did a lot for me . I likedthe work and one could get a
lot out of the very well directed program which was
improving so nicely.
Probably the greatest benefit any student can
derive while being at F,T.S. is that of good clean
wholesome living, discipline, and the excellent manner
in which one is prepared to face the world and its
numerous problems. To my way of seeing it each boy is
individually schooled on all three of these. Perhaps
through an Instructor or a fellow student or what he
has naturally acquired and seen for himself, but at
some time during his stay at the school he is undeniably
telling himself that he has been thoroughly voiced on
all of these. Anything he acquires in the line of that
something we call "success" can be definitely traced
back to his splendid training at " The Farm and Trades
School .
"
The school as a whole did a great deal for me
.
Each instructor that was there while I was has no
doubt made some impression on me. I must add that the
steamer Pilgrim was the best boat I could possibly
have started on. As far as steam goes and that is about
all there is anyway. I have been on a great many ships
both large and small and they all traced back to the
good old Pilgrim, but were on a much larger scale.
I wish to say that the training, the patience with
which it was given and the friendliness of the
instructors and boys all have a good and lasting effect
by teaching you to meet and treat people the same way.
I have worked my way up to a 3rd class engineer's job
with the license but I'm studying from what books I can
find and borrow to be able to pass a 2nd Class license
examination. Of course if you can pass the Exam, on
book learning all well and good but I would rather have
the experience of practice, the knowledge is more
lasting, that is why I had such a good start because of
my practical training in the power house of the F.T.S.
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Some instructors have set a goal for me to follow,
some one to look up to and respect. I have not been out
of school very long, but I do know I miss it very much.
I feel as if I have lost my last and best friend while
I am away from it, but when I am permitted to visit The
school, I feel right at home. I can see now why the
school has such a wonderful Alumni, and why quite a few
of the graduates come back to work. I do know if I had
a lot of money
,
the first thing that would come to my
mind would be The Farm and Trades School, and would be
only too glad to give them what they could use.
In my opinion, when an instructor showed no
partiality, was the most important and good effect that
could be made upon any of our lives; thus teaching us
not to exnect or to show partiality throughout our
lives.
while at the school I found the band and boats most
worthwhile to me but since graduation Sloyd. has been the
most important to me. I think all the Instructors had
an important part in rounding out my habits and ways.
The shorter statements included in this group of
fifteen are: "All of the Instructors had a good influence on me
by the teaching of cooperation." "I find that as I look back
over my six years at F.T.S- that each Instructor I had in some
way had a good effect upon my life. Their advice and kindness
I shall never forget." "I*d like to say that the fellows and
instructors all contributed toward my own personal ’welfare."
"They taught me the value of obedience and that anything I
undertake to do must be done well." "The instructors in most of
the departments in which I wrorked helped to influence me."
'All the instructors I came in contact with at F.T.S* helped me
in some way either to develop my mind and body, on the farm
mostly." "During my school term at the F.T.S. I learned to
look after myself and to take orders and be able to carry them
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out. I believe all the instructors I worked under helped me
a lot." "I can say that in nearly everything I do in the
course of an average day I have had some training and help from
either the instructors or boys."
The general training at the School was mentioned in
various ways and this group of statements by six individuals
shows this trend:
Now as far as the island is concerned it was just
as I said it was wnen I was down there. It helped me
to be a gentleman in many ways taught me v/hau tne
world was like wnen I was alone and righting my own
through life and earning my own living.
F.T.S. was very good to me and also has helped me
to think lor myself and not to depend upon others. It
taught me many trades of which has been useful uo me
time and time again. Many times I have looked back and
thought of the good times, and also times when everything
was against me. All in all I am very thankful there was
such a school.
It is rather difficult to fill the blank out and
specify a few of the things which have helped me. Life
in general wrhile at the School was very helpful to me
and has aided me since leaving.
The work I am now doing has been greatly helped
by the training which I received at the School. All
that I received in the way of training and manners
I really appreciate for it has helped me much as far
as I have gone.
"Although I haven't been out of school very long I am
beginning to appreciate the fine training given me at F.T.S."
"Life at F.T.S. was so regulated that boys had to think for
themselves. This I consider a most important effect on young
lives .
"
=h
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The work in various departments has been shown to be
effective. These two further comments bear out this point:
Working in the Clothing Room taught me to keep
things uniform ana that is just what I have to do in
the work I am doing at the present. I think the
school is run in as good a way as it could. The
grade system taught me to mind my own business and
do what I am told. I am glad I spent the few years
I did down on the Island. I still have two albums
of photographs of the school and I like to look at
them and remember old times.
I have been helping our here in a Government
Printing Office to learn a little something else
from the experience and books. The practical
experience which I received while at F.T.S- has
trained me to fit in at most any place. I’m
looking forward to the next time when I'll be in
Eoston so I can come and visit the school.
The island location, its beauty and uniqueness, are
lauded here
:
I hope that F.T-S. will be able to carry on as
well as it did when I was there. I do hope they
never change from the island. My mind wanders
back to its beauty and its uniqueness often and I
never have valued it so much before as I have since
I have been in Washington, D.C. Many people marvel
at the Nation's Capitol’s beauty Put it can't be
compared to Thompson’s Island.
Discipline as a favorable factor was mentioned in two
previously quoted statements. Two other individuals comment
as follows:
While attending school I was much too young to
appreciate what it was doing for me. I realized
after leaving school that the discipline and respect
for elders is perhaps the most important thing a
fellow can take from the Island.
Since leaving in the manner which I did I have
realized that mental discipline as taught at the
school has been the most constructive thing taught me.
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The religious training is suggested in the comments
of one individual
:
I am much interested in church work. I attend
every Sunday, am an active member, singing in the
choir and also teach a class of young boys. I owe
most of this to the training I had at F.T.S. I mark
the leaders because: Sloyd has given me a knowledge
of tools, how to use them and also how to use your
hands which I consider very important; class work is
without a doubt a great necessity; the Power Plant
gives us hard work and responsibility; iron work
helped me at the Navy Yard and I consider it important;
grade gave me something to strive for and I know it
helped me; music is a knowledge in itself; Church is
a great training for the body and mind and until a man
finds God he is lost.
worthy of note because this activity was apparently the one of
greatest enjoyment for one boy: "The one thing that I enjoyed
most was your wonderful Cottage How. I think that a gooddeal
of credit should go to kitchen instructors."
major responsibilities and the value of it is suggested in the
following comments
:
During the two years I was at the school I
got some valuable training which helped me in later
years. My school training helped me to become a
member of the Rhode Island Honor Society when I was
in high school.
activity at this school and the boys do not forget zo mention
the value of this work:
I have used everything that I have learned at
the F.T.S. after graduating. The F.T.S. has been
of greater help to me than any school could be that
I have ever heard of because of the many trades that
it teaches.
The rather emphatic statement about Cottage Row is
The academic work of a school is usually one of its
Trades training is one of the major branches of
—.
! j
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Recent changes at the School are praised by two
individuals
:
As to regard oi the School, changes are being
rapidly made, such as the "Headmaster's List," which
is a fine thing, and numerous other ones which have been
to great advantage to the school. As rar as I can see
the School is having done for it as much as could be
wished for and all changes seem to be 01 advantage and
not to disadvantage.
I need not ask more of the school at present,
but I cannot ieel that anything which has been so
great a factor in my life has ceased its usefulness
to me merely because I am no longer in such a direct
contact with the school. I join in a chorus of
enthusiasm for the general trend indicated by
more "over-town" foot ball games, weekend trips of
groups, and "headmaster's boys."
Tne value of the education in different branches is
ini erred in these statements: "I do not think that F.T.S. will
give me any great further education, I think it has given me
already wnat few boys have had the chance to acquire." "I feel
that every course that I took was of some help to me . If I did
not have tne education I have, I would not have been able to
acquire the position I have."
Finally appear the comments 01 two individuals whxch
might be considered fitting closing statements for this part:
"I have not any comments or suggestions on the school. I think
it is a very worthy school lor boys who want to get ahead."
"Best wishes for the continued success of the school."
A composite presentation of these eighty-six
statements by thirty- six individuals follows:
itobton Uni vers 1 •
School of Educ at i
L 1 b r
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Probably the greatest benefit any student can derive
while being at F.T.S. is that of good clean wholesome living
(1), discipline (4), and the excellent manner in which one is
prepared to face the world (1), and its numerous problems (2).
To my way of seeing it each boy is individually schooled (1) on
all of these. Perhaps tnrough the good influence of an
instructor (15) or a fellow student (5), the benefits of the
grade system (2), or what he has naturally acquired and seen
for himself his success can be definitely traced (1) back to
the splendid training (14) at F.T.S- If is onere tnat ne nad
contact with a very seiecf group of boys (1)
.
He was taugnf
cooperation (1), to keep things unnorm (l) ana to ao unings
wen (I). Sacn ooy is maxvidually schooled (l) in
responsibility for important duties (3) and I am glad I was
there (2) to participate in the training m agriculture (2),
academic (2), music (2), boats (2), power house (2),
iron forging (2;, clothing room (1), trades (1), Cottage Row
(1), church (1), sloyd (1), and kitchen duties (1). The Island
helped me to be a gentleman (2); the beauty of it cannot be
equalled (1). The well directed and improving agricultural
program (1), the general improvement trend (1), all indicate
that the School is run as good as could be (2)
.
I look back
and remember old times (3), few boys have such opportunity (1).
Best wishes for its continued success (1).
=•
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Criticise of the School. --It is difficult and nearly
impossible with these reports to separate this criticism from
the recommendations for improvement. These comments seem to be
mostly constructive in nature and therefore might be classed
under "Recommendations for Improvements."
The first criticism noted suggests that it was an
error to discontinue the cadet- style uniforms formerly used for
dress purposes:
As for changes on the school I don’t think:
it was a good idea to do away with the uniforms
.
It makes a great difference when you stop to
think about it.
A note of regret comes from one individual who
would have the "rules" more strict:
When I first entered the school there were
strict rules. The boys were under a set number
of rules and had to keep up to them. This
system seems to have t alien down quice a Die.
Two boys are conscious oi tneir inability to aance.
Some or tne boys ao learn to dance while at the school. One
of these comments follows and the other one is very similar:
"One difficult situation thrust upon me after leaving the
school was inability tc dance."
The next group of statements by one individual
comments on the conduct system which is the same as the grade
system—known by both names here--and is in effect the method
of citizenship awards and demerits. This individual also
comments on the food:
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Quits a few boys are ' dissatisfied with the
conduct system. I find that the grade system has
been to my advantage since I left the school. I
think the system keeps the students well disciplined.
I wouldn’t advocate any changes. I know mat the
students and instructors were not satisfied with
some of fhe meals this last year. I do not know if
this has been remedied but I would like to call it
to your attention. I am not finding fault.
The following suggestion needs no special comment:
M I suggest that students who have been dismissed from the school
be allowed to return on Friends’ Lays."
This- suggestion or criticism might be challenged but
it might be unfair to ci.o so witnout giving opportunity for
reply:
There is one suggestion in which no one at the
F.T.S. has thought of and that is this: first of
all there should be some one of the instructors who
will take enough interest in the fellows to impress
upon their minds that it is a very hard and cruel
world on the outside of the school and that jobs are
very hard to get without sufficient education, ana
mat education can and must be gamed from the good
old F.T.S.
This one is critical of a condition favorably
commented upon by another under "Praises":
As for improvements I don't know how this will
strike you but it has always seemed to me, even while
at the school, that the fellows in the school don’t
have opportunity enough to make decisions for
themselves. By this I mean, that the program of the
school and everything else they do is all planned out
for them and all they do is the actual doing so to
speak. I know that I was effected by this after I
left the school. For example when I left school
I just shifted the responsibility from the school’s
shoulders onto my father’s and let him worry about
everything. I discovered this as I got older and
now I try to carry my own. I don’t know if anybody
else was affected this way but I thought you would
like another idea so I wrote the above.

The foregoing criticisms by seven individuals are
grouped as follows:
These individuals regret the discontinuance of cadet
uniforms (1), observe that the rules of the School are not as
strict as formerly (1), find that dancing has been neglected
(2), infer that the conduct system is unsatisfactory (1),
suggest better food (1), criticise being forbidden to visit
the School (1), suggest that some one of the instructors take
enough interest in the fellows to impress upon their minds
that it is a very hard and cruel world on the outside of the
School (1), object that the fellows in the school don’t have
opportunity enough to make decisions for themselves (1).
Recommendations for Improvements .---The recommendations
are interesting and worthy of consideration.
Several suggestions of added courses have been noted
and are here quoted: ”1 suggest Improved courses in mathematics
and mechanical drawing.” ”1 think also that a higher branch of
mathematics should be pursued.” ”1 think there should be a
longer and more extensive course in mechanical drawing for
those who are inclined to become designers of any form.”
'•Should be more school subjects for the higher grades of school.”
Two commented that: ’’Final year of high school should be added.”
I would say that further education is the most
necessary need. I would suggest a high school
course acceptable in standard to any average college.
Also courses during special sessions wherein boys
could specialize m subjects suited to them, French,
Spanish, Math., etc.
.
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The only thing I can find fault with the school
at present, and in the past is, the fact that the
boys are at a disadvantage upon leaving the school
in the second and third year of high school.
This suggestion comes for improved quality in the
academic work which was in effect at the time this individual
was at the school. This individual went on with his further
education without loss of time and with very acceptable marks.
He is now in his third year at college.
After I graduated I wished to enter high school
but had difficulty registering as they wanted me to
drop back a year. I was not properly prepared to
enter the junior class. I finally convinced them I
could do the work but was put on probation and
barred from many courses I desired. This should
suggest something without further discourse.
The individual who makes these observations completed
the two additional years of high school work- -which were not
given at this school--in one year at the school he mentions:
I have often wondered if the school subjects
taught at F.T.S. couldn't be brought up to the
corresponding grade of the public schools. From
my personal observation and talking to oublic school
teachers, I feel that the classes at F.T.S. are about
a year behind the same grade in a public school. I
know that I had a hard time when I first went to
English High, cecause the subjects taught were so
much advanced and only tnrough a lot of extra study
was I able to catch up.
This individual would have new band uniforms to
replace the grey cadet-style uniforms which formerly were worn
by all boys here: "New band uniforms would make the band look
better.
"
.
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This observation on the lighting system in the class
rooms is worthy of much thought: "Better lighting system in
the study rooms would be much better."
Dancing is suggested as a point to consider: "I am
sure an effort towards teaching dancing would be well worth
while .
"
A recommendation for teaching more about the "outside
world" is noted: "In my experience I should think the boys
should be taught more about the outside world, considering
sex-hygiene and moral."
Three more suggestions appear for more effort to
develop "outside" contacts. These might be classed as
"personality" development: "A broadened viewpoint on the
outside world is my next suggestion. More time visifing the
city and access to newspapers."
Another thing that came to my notice was the lack
of self-assurance of most of the boys. I know in my
own case I was very timid and self-conscious for a
long time. I think that if some kind of a course could
be made up on this subject it would help a lot.
When a boy comes out of the school he has no real
conception of the value of money. This has been
proven in numerous cases. If there is any way in
which to teach them this I think it would be a great
help to the boys.
One individual would add a hobby-course: "You might
consider adding a course, or even a hobby-study in one or more
branches of aviation."
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Cottage Row, a present function of the School, should
he rejuvenated according to one individual: "Something ought,
to oe done to make the boys take more interest in Cottage Row."
This individual has apparently given deep thought to
a vital issue. He says:
A new school building would be appreciated, and I
would estimate that the boys would benerit by it more
than one could say. A well equipped library and
school building is part of a scholar's environment for
better learning, and I think necessary.
The needed improvements suggested quite largely
center around the academic work. Added courses are suggested
by seven individuals, two have urged improvements upon the
academic work which existed when they were pupils here, new
band uniforms are urged (1), more facts about the "outside
world" should be taught (1), more contacts with the "outside
world" should be made than were made when these boys were
enrolled here (S), a hobby- course should be added (1),
Cottage Row should be rejuvenated (1), and a new school
building is a vital need (1).
In view of the fact that nine of the nineteen
recommendations were for extended or improved academic courses
it would seem that this department of activity should receive
greatest consideration. The fact that five recommendations
pertaining to the "outside world" contacts indicates that these
activities could be advantageously extended beyond the bounds of
the days when these individuals were pupils here. The new
ouiiding recommended by one and class room lighting by another
indicates that this buildug equipment should be considered.
-r
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
The writer set out to study the extent of success of
Farm and Trades School boys after leaving the School. Eight
related minor problems were studied also. Because of
limitations and variables the conclusions are relative and the
writer hesitates to accept the findings as conclusive in most
respects
.
Chanter II .— Success of Farm and Trade s School Bovs
After Leaving .
1. The median period of schooling of the seventy-one
individuals of this study is twelve years. This compares
favorably to other studies cited and indicates success. Ten
are now in schools.
2. Forty-one and five-tenths percent of the fifty-
three employed individuals have been in their present jobs one
year or longer. This shows favorable comparison to other
studies and therefore indicates success.
3. This study shows that 11.2 percent of the
individuals are unemployed. This is approximately the same as
other studies cited. This indicates average success.
4. The average weekly salary of the fifty-three
employed individuals is $19.28. Citations of other studies
show averages from $16.45 to $19.74. In view of the fact that
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the median time out of school of the individuals of this study
is only two years these data show success.
5. This study shows an average of three leisure- time
activities per individual. If opinions cited can be accepted
to the effect that leisure- time activities are desirable these
data can be considered as evidence of success in leisure-time.
Chanter III .
—
Factors Affecting Their Successes and
Usefulness of This School .
1. The median length of time at this School was five
years. The median of further schooling is one year. Forty-four
of the seventy-one individuals marked "class room studies" here
as worthwhile to them. These data indicate that this School
has inspired further education and been a contributory factor
in their educational successes.
2. The study does not show the effect of the general
training at this School upon all of the occupational successes.
It does show than fifteen individuals or 28.3 percent of the
fifty-three employed individuals are engaged in occupations
developed at this School and receiving a median salary of
twenty- two dollars per week. If the nineteen dollars median
of the entire group is accepted as "average," this higher
median salary indicates that this School hashad an influence
upon the occupational success of these fifteen individuals.
3 . The data indicates that at least 120 of the 213
leisure-time activity interests of the group were developed
at this School. It is highly evident that this School has been
= ="=
.
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an important factor in developing these leisure-time activities
4. The median IQ of this group is 104. Another
study cited shows an average IQ of 104.1 for individuals in
comparable work and having approximately the same number of
years of schooling. These data indicate that intelligence is
a major factor in these successes.
5. The median age of this group is twenty years.
The data do not show the effect of age upon their successes.
6. The median time beyond school is two years. The
study does not disclose the effect of the short time out of
school upon their successes.
7. Forty-four of the individuals come from homes
broken by the death of one or both parents. Twenty-four come
from homes broken by ihe parting of parents. This condition
has probably affected the individuals adversely.
8. The training of The Farm anc Trades School later
used is shown to have been used academically by two-thirds of
the individuals. Twenty-six and seven tenths percent have used
i,he occupational training developed here. At least twTo-thirds
of the individuals are using leisure-time activities developed
here. These figures include only those definitely shown by
data.
9. Twenty- eight and three-tenths percent of the
employed individuals are now worxing m occupations developed
ax, inis School.
«
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Charter IV.— Evaluation of Principal activities and
Helpfulness of Instructors and Boys •
1. The evaluation of the twenty-nine principal
activities of this School, as ranked by the individuals of this
study, shows that the most important features of the School are:
class room studies, farm, sloyd, sports and band. Each one of
the twenty-nine activities was designated as useful by eleven
percent or more of the individuals.
2. Fifty-three individuals stated that one or more
instructors had been helpful to them.
3. Thirty-eight individuals, fifty- three percent of
the total, stated that other boys at the School had been
helpful to them.
Chapter V.
—
Voluntary Statements of Former Farm and
Trades School Boys
1. Praise of the School and its instructors was
offered by thirty-six of the seventy-one individuals. These
statements covered a wide range of points of appreciation.
2. Criticisms of the School were not unduly harsh.
Seven individuals commented in this connection. All of tnese
couid easily be classed under recommendations for improvement.
3. nineteen x*ecommendations for improvement were made.
The principal part of these suggested furtner extension of the
academic woric or the School and the facilities for this rurrher
development. Tnese recommendations snouid be given carerul
consideration even though most of these suggestions are
already under way
.
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WILLIAM M. MEACHAM A PRIVATE SCHOOL
ESTABLISHED 1814
THE FARM AND TRADES SCHOOL
THOMPSON’S ISLAND
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS
November 1, 1937
Dear Graduate or Fortner Student!
Many reports over a period of years show that F. T. S.
boys stand high in their work, furthur education and in church
and community affairs
.
The School now wants to know more about your success.
You have not been out of school long enough yet to reach the top
of your ambition but we feel that you have made a fine start and
we want to know just what you have done so far. We want to know
whether you are in the work you really want to do and in what
way the School can help you further to reach your goal.
We also want to know what at F. T. S. has been most
worthwhile to you from your entrance to the present time.
We shall appreciate your prompt reply on the enclosed
blank. If you are uncertain about some of the items, answer to
the best of your a,bility and then explain on the last page.
We plan to report these results in the BEACON and mail
a copy to you. Your report will be strictly confidential and
your name will not be used in any report we make.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
(Q\j ~^yi/[
Headmaster
Enclosures
!
Report blank
Stamped Return Envelope
t
The Farm and Trades Schooi
Thompson’s Island
Boston, Mass.
Report, Comments and Suggestions of
Name Date
Address
If Married Give Wife’s Name
If you have children give their names and birth dates:
Name Birth Date
May we ask the people whose names are mentioned in this report about you?
Yes No
Jobs and positions held from time of leaving F.T.S. to (and including) the present:
OCCUPATION MONTHS COMPANY ADDRESS WEEKLY PAY
Are you in the work you want to do? Yes No
If not, what would you like to do?
Education after leaving F.T.S.
NAMES OF SCHOOLS ADDRESSES DATES DAY OR NIGHT
Are you planning further education? Yes
Where?
Are you active in Church work? Yes
NAME OF CHURCH PASTOR’S NAME
No
No
ADDRESS
What use do you make of your music?
What other organizations or clubs are you active in?
What are your hobbies or other spare time interest?
Please mark the relative rank of importance for each item of F. T. S. activity which has been
worthwhile to you at any time from your entrance to the School to the present. Mark in front of the
most important, 1; the second in importance, 2; and so on until you have marked each item which has
been worthwhile to you in any way.
Bakery
Boats
Carpentry (Shop)
Cobbler or Clothing or
Stockroom
Farm
Household Duties
Laundry
Mail Boy
Painting
Power House
Printing Office
Band
Bank and Trading Co.
Cottage Row
Flower Gardens
Friends’ Days
Programs and
Holiday Events
Sports
Swimming
Trips
Vacations
Class Room Studies
Grade System
Iron Forging
Island Location (rather than in
the City )
Mechanical Drawing
Sloyd
Sunday Services
Weather Bureau
Please mark the relative importance of the following farm items in the same manner as you did the
above group.
Agricultural Courses Dairy General Work
Crops Horses Poultry
In what way did some instructor or other adult at F. T. S. have an important and good effect upon
your life?
How many instructors or other adults at the School had such effect?
In what way did some boy have a similar worthwhile effect?
How many boys at F. T. S. had such effect?
The School wants to know what you are doing, what use you have made of your education, whether
F. T. S. can be of any further help to you and what suggestions you have for further improvement of the
School.
Use the back of this blank to note questions about this report and to make further comments and
suggestions.
'-
.
.
.


